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Master XL
Master XL are paving stones made for fans of large surface format.
Fashionable, larger sizes of paving stones will be particularly suited to large
and trendy surfaces of driveways, terraces, sidewalks or yards. Stunning minimalism
in XL size and 4 color options to choose from add even more modern style to any
space. Can be combined with MASTER paving stones.

 

Color chart

Monokolor

white gray steel carbon

Attention: Colours with a phone icon: Only on order product.

Recommendations and information:
Installation in accordance with the construction practice. Do not use with a load of more than 3.5 t. Use with a traffic load of up to 3.5 t is subject
to the roadbase being constructed in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines contained in the product documentation.
Remove dirt regularly by wiping with a rag or rinsing with water.
All surfaces should be constructed in accordance with the guidelines of the Minister of Transportation (Catalog WR-D-63).
Product should be laid only on a sand or sand cement bedding.

Bevel: micro dimention

Spacers: block, classic dimention

Joint width: 3-5 mm

Production: made with the use of the two-ply technology

Shapes and dimensions



Product details

Number of elements in the system: 5

Appearance: flat surface and straight edges

Thickness (cm): 8

Format: big

Designation: driveways and car parks, walkways, terraces, garden/paths/alleys

Loads: vehicle traffic: load up to 3,5 t, pedestrian traffic

Logistic data

Pallet weight [kg]

1470

Number of m2 per pallet

8,36

Number of layers per  pallet

8

Elements system on a pallet

Attention: For technological reasons the arrangement on a pallet may be different
from that shown.

Attention: For technological reasons pallet’s weight may change.

 

See the product online on your smartphone


